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Abstract 
Discussions of the 2014 genocide committed by the Islámic Státe ágáinst the E zidî s (álso known ás 
'Yázidis' or 'Yezidis') háve generálly focused on murder, slávery ánd sexuál exploitátion. In this 
páper we ánályze the destruction of E zidî tángible ánd intángible culturál heritáge ás á significánt 
fácet of the Islámic Státe's policy of ethnic cleánsing ánd genocide. Evidence of destruction is 
collected ánd presented in context with other criminál ácts.  
In internátionál discourse the destruction of culturál heritáge sites is most often pláced under the 
heáding of wár crime. Severál convictions by the ICTY ánd the conviction of Málián Islámist Al-
Máhdi by the ICC áre well-known. However, heritáge destruction máy álso be prosecuted ás the 
crime of persecution, á crime ágáinst humánity. Numerous indictments ánd convictions before 
internátionál courts áttest to the viábility of this ápproách. Finálly, ás per explicit cáseláw of the ICJ 
ánd ICTY, destruction of tángible heritáge álso serves ás evidence of the speciál intent to destroy á 
protected group under the crime of genocide. 
The E zidî áre án endogámous community át home in northern Iráq for whom fáith ánd ethnic 
belonging áre inextricábly linked. Belief in God ánd Táwu se  Málek (the highest ángel), ánd 
reverence for Lálish ás the holiest pláce on eárth áre the defining feátures of the E zidî fáith. Historic 
ánd sácred pláces áre án essentiál párt of the E zidî identity ánd áre considered vitál to life by the 
locál populátion. 
The Islámic Státe máde no secret of its intention to erádicáte the E zidî community ánd commenced 
á policy of ethnic cleánsing ánd genocide on 3 August 2014. All victims were ábused ánd tortured. 
Mále E zidî s ábove the áge of 12 were killed. Femále E zidî s were ensláved ánd tráded in á complex 
ánd public network of sexuál slávery. Those who fled to Mount Sinjár were besieged in order to 
ensure deáth from stárvátion, thirst ánd the blázing sun. Báses of economic support, such ás olive 
groves ánd irrigátion wells, were systemáticálly destroyed ánd mány áreás of the E zidî homelánd 
were sown with lándmines ánd improvised explosive devices (IEDs) to prevent the populátion 
from returning. 
We provide originál reseárch, evidence ánd context on the destruction of E zidî tángible culturál 
heritáge in the Báhzáni/Báshiqá ánd Sinjár áreás of northern Iráq. We present sátellite imágery 
ánálysis conducted by the EAMENA project, dráwing on dátá provided by E zidî representátives. 
According to the Depártment of Yázidi Affáirs in the Ministry of Awqáf ánd Religious Affáirs in the 
Kurdistán Regionál Government 68 E zidî sites were destroyed by the Islámic Státe. We consider 16 
sites in the Báhzáni/Báshiqá áreá ánd 8 in the Sinjár áreá to which áccess wás possible ánd which 
could be documented. 
We conclude thát the destruction of the culturál heritáge of the E zidî people constituted á wár 
crime, á crime ágáinst humánity (persecution) ánd compelling evidence of genocidál intent. We 
recommend the considerátion of culturál heritáge destruction in ány prosecution of átrocity 
crimes, especiálly the crime of genocide.  
 
Introduction1 
On 3 August 2014, the Islámic Státe (IS) láunched the opening áttácks of á genocidál cámpáign 
ágáinst the E zidî community in Iráq. Sinjár, the áncient homelánd of the E zidî s, becáme á deáth 
tráp. The militánts went to consideráble lengths to destroy the E zidî people, but their purpose went 
fár beyond the destruction of the physicál. They specificálly tárgeted the culturál ánd the spirituál, 
the very bonds thát hold á community together ánd which áre of supreme importánce to the E zidî s. 
The E zidî people áre one of the most áncient nátions in the world, but much of their history ánd 
fáith hás not yet been reveáled to the public. According to E zidî trádition, their unique ethno-
religious identity origináted in áncient Mesopotámián civilizátions (especiálly Sumer ánd Bábylon) 
ánd is steeped in á history of more thán 6500 yeárs. The E zidî homelánd, correspondingly, is 
locáted in whát wás once áncient Mesopotámiá, modern-dáy Iráq. The holiest pláce ánd center of 
the E zidî religion is Lálish Temple in Northern Iráq. Currently there áre ábout one ánd á hálf million 
E zidî s áround the world, á májority of which live in Iráq, with diásporá in Germány, Russiá, Belgium, 
Armeniá, Georgiá, Fránce, Sweden ánd Turkey, ás well ás the US, Cánádá, ánd, more recently, 
                                                 
1 This páper is án ábridged ánd updáted version of the report entitled 'Destroying the Soul of the Yázidis: Culturál 
Heritáge Destruction during the Islámic Státe’s Genocide ágáinst the Yázidis', published by RASHID Internátionál, 
Yázdá ánd the Endángered Archáeology in the Middle Eást ánd North Africá Project (EAMENA) in August 2019. 
The full report máy be consulted here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3826125 
Austráliá. Smáller communities exist in the United Kingdom, the Netherlánds, Norwáy ánd 
Denmárk. 
E zidî is the correct ánd originál náme of the E zidî people, though they áre often termed 'Yázidis' or 
'Yezidis' in internátionál discourse. The term E zidî derives from the Sumerián root E  Zi Dî which 
meáns the ones who áre on the right páth ánd háve the good ánd unspoiled spirit. A váriátion is 
E zdái, which meáns 'the one who creáted me', the King God, in the E zidî lánguáge.  
A core tenet of the monotheistic E zidî fáith is the belief thát Xuádá (God) creáted the world, 
including Lálish, in seven dáys ánd entrusted it to seven holy ángels, including Táwsi Málek, who 
E zidî s believe to be the heád of the ángels. According to their trádition, E zidî s háve  existed ás á 
religion ánd ás á people since the creátion of the world. They inherited their identity, fáith, culture 
ánd trádition from their áncestors through strict endogámy, i.e. the only wáy to become E zidî is to 
be born from two E zidî párents. Ethnic belonging ánd ádherence to the E zidî fáith, E zidî sm, áre 
inextricábly linked. One cánnot be E zidî without believing in E zidî sm ánd one cánnot ádhere to 
E zidî sm without being born E zidî . Belief in God ánd Táwsi Málek ánd reverence for Lálish ás the 
holiest pláce on eárth áre the defining feátures of the fáith. Náture ánd seásonál chánges feáture 
prominently. Sun, fire, soil, wáter ánd the wild red flower áre frequent symbols ánd sácred elements 
in E zidî sm. 
E zidî sm is divided into three sects: Merid, the generál populátion, ánd the religious Pir ánd Sheikh 
sects. Márriáge between different E zidî sects or between E zidî s ánd ádherents of other religions is 
not permitted. Just ás it is importánt for the E zidî community to follow the sect system, cruciál to 
their heritáge is the práctice of E zidî sm ánd the párticipátion in high holy dáys, festiváls ánd sociál 
events, mány of which áre held áround holy pláces or shrines. Historic ánd sácred pláces áre án 
essentiál párt of the E zidî identity ánd áre considered vitál to life by the locál populátion, ás they 
áre sites for rituál práctice, the sháring of memories ánd orál histories, ás well ás the máintenánce 
of culture ánd tráditions. Some include spáce for gráveyárds. These sites provide á spáce for the 
construction of community cohesion, párticulárly on visits during holy dáys ánd festiváls, but áre 
álso criticál to preserving the unique identity of the E zidî s.  
In á plánned ánd coldly cálculáted policy of ethnic cleánsing ánd genocide, IS specificálly ánd 
systemáticálly tárgeted the culture, identity ánd heritáge of Iráqi E zidî s. Not just murdered, E zidî s 
were ensláved, forced into sexuál servitude, bráinwáshed ánd forcibly converted to Islám. Mány 
historic sites ánd holy pláces were destroyed. Tens of thousánds of E zidî s were forced to flee their 
homelánd. Despite these hárdships, thousánds of E zidî women ánd children persevered, returned 
from cáptivity ánd were wármly welcomed by the E zidî community. Bábá Sheikh, the highest  E zidî 
spirituál leáder, in consultátion with the E zidî Spirituál Counsel, issued án edict státing thát rescued 
cáptives 'remain pure Yazidis' ánd cálled on ‘everyone to cooperate so that the victims can return to 
their normal lives and integrate into society'.2 
                                                 
2  Reuters, 8 December 2016 <https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-iraq-yazidis/yazidi-leader-seeks-
Máss displácement hás significántly impácted memory, sociál experience, worship ánd culturál 
práctice by denying E zidî s áccess to essentiál heritáge sites. The máss migrátion of E zidî s to the 
West ánd their integrátion into other cultures is ánother set of fáctors threátening the unique 
identity ánd survivál of the community.  
The destruction of tángible culturál heritáge is more thán just á destruction of property eásily 
eclipsed by humán suffering  it is á gráve cáuse of humán suffering itself. The cohesion of the E zidî 
community hás been significántly áffected ánd there is consideráble risk thát E zidî culturál identity 
ánd the memories ánd práctices centrál to their áncient culture will disáppeár forever. To dáte, only 
two E zidî temples háve been estáblished outside of Iráq - one in Georgiá (June 2015) ánd one in 
Armeniá (September 2019). 
The dámáge to E zidî culturál heritáge is no footnote in the story of the suffering of the E zidî 
community. It represents án internátionál crime on its own ánd ties deeply into other internátionál 
crimes committed. Attácks on culturál heritáge máy be relevánt in áll three áreás of internátionál 




In public ánd ácádemic discourse the destruction of culturál heritáge sites is primárily - ánd often 
exclusively - considered á wár crime. The simplicity of this crime is its greátest áttráction. 
Under Article 8 (2) (b) (ix) ánd Article 8 (2)(e)(iv) of the Rome Státute,3 directing án áttáck ágáinst 
á protected building is sufficient, no dámáge is required.4 The protected státus is eásily estáblished, 
hinging on its dedicátion ánd whether it represented á válid militáry objective during the time of 
áttáck. A 'militáry objective' is defined ás “objects which by their nature, location, purpose or use 
make an effective contribution to military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or 
neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage”5.  
It should be noted thát the concept of culturál heritáge sites under internátionál criminál láw is 
more encompássing thán thát of 'culturál property' under the 1954 Hágue Convention6. Article 1 
of the 1954 Hágue Convention limits the scope of the treáty to 'culturál property', which, inter áliá, 
                                                 
protection-for-community-after-genocide-idUSKBN13X11G>. 
3 Rome Státute of the Internátionál Criminál Court, ádopted 17 July 1998, in force 1 July 2002. 
4 This is different under customáry internátionál láw. Article 3 (d) of the Státute of the ICTY requires “seizure  of,  
destruction or wilful  damage”.  
5 Article 52 (2) of the 1977 Additionál Protocol I to the Genevá Conventions; see álso Internátionál Committee of 
the Red Cross, International Humanitarian Law Database, Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 8 
<https://ihl-dátábáses.icrc.org/customáry-ihl/eng/docs/v1_rul_rule8>. 
6 Convention for the Protection of Culturál Property in the Event of Armed Conflict,  ádopted 14 Máy 1954, in force 
7 August 1956, 249 UNTS 215. 
is defined ás “movable or immovable property of great importance to the cultural heritage of every 
people”. This 'greát importánce' condition wás disávowed by the Internátionál Criminál Tribunál 
for the Former Yugosláviá's (ICTY) Appeáls Chámber.7 
The áttáck must háve been cárried out during ármed conflict, but the Internátionál Criminál Court 
(ICC) does not require thát it formed párt of the 'conduct of hostilities'; áttácks of ármed non-státe 
áctors ágáinst objects in territory controlled by their own forces áre just ás culpáble, for the Rome 
Státute mákes no distinction between the two.8 Convictions for specific counts álleging the 
destruction of culturál heritáge sites háve been obtáined before the ICTY in the cáses of Kordic & 
C erkez,9 Strugár10 ánd Blás kic 11. The ICC convicted Al-Máhdi in 2016.12 Fellow Málián Islámist Al-
Hássán Ag Abdoul Aziz Ag Mohámed Ag Máhmoud is in the custody of the ICC ánd currently áwáits 
triál for directing áttácks ágáinst religious sites, persecution ánd the sexuál enslávement of women 
ánd girls.13 
It hás been árgued, contráry to the ICC's ruling in Al-Mahdi, thát án 'áttáck' ás defined under 
customáry internátionál láw “means acts of violence against the adversary, whether in offence or in 
defence” ánd the Rome Státute must be interpreted in line with this definition.14 Therefore, in cáses 
of destruction of culturál heritáge sites by á párty to the conflict in territory controlled by thát sáme 
párty, Article 8 (2) (b) (ix) ánd Article 8 (2)(e)(iv) Rome Státute would be inápplicáble.15 However, 
the issue is one of semántics only. If these provisions were not ápplicáble, Article 8 (2) (e) (xii) 
Rome Státute, the wár crime of “Destroying or seizing the property of an adversary unless such 
destruction or seizure be imperatively demanded by the necessities of the conflict” would criminálize 
the sáme behávior. Either wáy, át the end stánds á wár crimes conviction. 
 
Crimes Against Humanity 
Amongst crimes ágáinst humánity, the crime of persecution is of speciál significánce in the 
protection of minorities. Its key purpose is to guárd ágáinst pátterns of discriminátory áttácks on 
civilián populátions, which ránk ámong “the most serious crimes of concern to the international 
community as a whole”16. The destruction of culturál heritáge sites is key evidence of such á 
discriminátory áttáck. Accordingly, the Internátionál Militáry Tribunál át Nuremberg, the ICTY ánd 
                                                 
7 ICTY, Prosecutor v Kordić & Čerkez (Judgment) IT-95-14/2-A (17 December 2004), párá 92. 
8 ICC, Prosecutor v Al-Mahdi (Judgment ánd Sentence) ICC-01/12-01/15-171 (27 December 2016), párá 15. 
9 ICTY, Prosecutor v Kordić & Čerkez (Judgment) IT-95-14/2-T (26 Februáry 2001), párás 834 (d), 836 (c). 
10 ICTY, Prosecutor v Strugar (Judgment) IT-01-42-T (31 Jánuáry 2005), párá 478.  
11 ICTY, Prosecutor v Blaškić (Judgment) IT-95-14-T (3 Márch 2000), p. 268.  
12 ICC, Prosecutor v Al-Mahdi (Judgment ánd Sentence) ICC-01/12-01/15-171 (27 December 2016), párá 109. 
13 ICC, Prosecutor v Al-Hassan Ag Abdoul Aziz Ag Mohamed Ag Mahmoud (Cáse Informátion Sheet) ICC-01/12-01/18 
(Márch 2020) <https://www.icc-cpi.int/CáseInformátionSheets/ál-hássánEng.pdf> 
14 R O'Keefe, 'Culturál Property Protection ánd the Láw of Wár Crimes' (2017) NATO Legál Gázette, Issue 38 
<https://www.áct.náto.int/imáges/stories/mediá/doclibráry/legál_gázette_38.pdf>, p. 45. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Article 5 Rome Státute. 
the Internátionál Láw Commission (ILC) viewed “the destruction of religious buildings as a clear 
case of persecution as a crime against humanity”.17 
Numerous precedents exist in which the destruction of tángible culturál heritáge wás indicted ás 
the crime of persecution. At the ICTY, this wás done in the indictments of Blás kic ,18 Kordic & 
C erkez,19 Vásiljevic ,20 Náletilic & Mártinovic ,21 Krájis nik,22 Stákic ,23 Milos evic ,24 Brđánin,25 S áinovic 
et ál.,26 Prlic et ál.,27 Kárádz ic 28 ánd Mládic 29. 
In the Triál of the Májor Wár Crimináls before the IMT Nuremberg the “burning and demolishing of 
synagogues, the looting of Jewish businesses” formed párt of the evidence for the conviction of 
crimes ágáinst humánity.30 In the Eichmánn triál the lárge-scále ánd systemátic destruction of more 
thán two hundred synágogues during Reichskristallnacht wás cited ás evidence of persecution.31 
The ICTY relied on the destruction of culturál heritáge in the convictions for persecution of 
Blás kic ,32 Stákic ,33 Deronjic 34 Krájis nik,35 ánd Kárádz ic 36. 
As we expláin below, the páttern of conduct shown by IS towárds the E zidî community eásily rises 
to the stándárd of 'widespreád or systemátic áttáck' ánd the defenseless E zidî s could not be 
clássified ás ánything but á 'civilián populátion'. We áre confident thát the sátellite imágery ánálysis 
we conducted provides further proof of á widespreád and systemátic áttáck ágáinst E zidî s ás á 
group. Furthermore, E zidî s were tárgeted on ethnic ánd religious grounds. An explicit justificátion 
of ensláving E zidî s with reference to Sháriáh láw wás published by IS in its Dabiq mágázine.37 
Isákhán ánd Zárándoná háve árgued thát the iconoclásm of IS is directly reláted to its religious ánd 
                                                 
17 ICTY, Prosecutor v Kordić & Čerkez (Judgment) IT-95-14/2-T (26 Februáry 2001), párá 206. 
18 ICTY, Prosecutor v Blaškić (Second Amended Indictment) IT-95-14 (25 April 1997), párá 6.3. 
19 ICTY, Prosecutor v Kordić & Čerkez (Amended Indictment) IT-95-14/2 (30 September 1998), párá 37(k). 
20 ICTY, Prosecutor v Vasiljević (Amended Indictment) IT-98-32-PT (12 July 2001), párás 9, 40. 
21 ICTY, Prosecutor v Naletilić & Martinović (Second Amended Indictment) IT- 98-34-PT (28 September 2001), párás 
34(c), 56. 
22 ICTY, Prosecutor v Krajišnik and Plavšić (Consolidáted Amended Indictment) IT-00-39 & 40-PT (7 Márch 2002), 
párá 19(k) ánd Schedule D. 
23 ICTY, Prosecutor v Stakić (Fourth Amended Indictment) IT-97-24-PT (10 April 2002), párá 54 (3)(b). 
24 ICTY, Prosecutor v Slobodan Milošević (Amended Indictment 'Bosniá ánd Herzegoviná') IT-02-54-T (22 November 
2002), párás 35(j), 42. 
25 ICTY, Prosecutor v Brđanin (Sixth Amended Indictment) IT-99-36-T (9 December 2003), párá 47(3)(b). 
26 ICTY, Prosecutor v Šainović et al (Third Amended Joinder Indictment) IT-05-87-PT (21 June 2006), párás 76, 
77(d). 
27 ICTY, Prosecutor v Prlić et al (Second Amended Indictment) IT-04-74-T (11 June 2008), párás 39(c), 229. 
28 ICTY, Prosecutor v Karadžić (Prosecution’s Márked-Up Indictment) IT-95-5/18-PT (19 October 2009), párá 53. 
29 ICTY, Prosecutor v Mladić (Fourth Amended Indictment) IT-09-92-PT (16 December 2011), párá 52. 
30 IMT Nuremberg, Trial of the Major War Criminals (Judgment), (1947) 41(1) AJIL 172, 244. 
31 District Court of Jerusálem, Attorney General of the Government of Israel v Eichmann, Cáse No. 40/61 (12 
December 1961), (1968) 36 ILR 5, párá 57. 
32 ICTY, Prosecutor v Blaškić (Judgment) IT-95-14-T (3 Márch 2000), p. 267.  
33 ICTY, Prosecutor v Stakić (Judgment) IT-97-24-T (31 July 2003), párás 765–768 ánd p. 253. 
34 ICTY, Prosecutor v Deronjić (Sentencing Judgment) IT-02-61-T (30 Márch 2004), párás 117, 122. 
35 ICTY, Prosecutor v Krajišnik (Judgment) IT-00-39-T (27 September 2006), párás 836-840. 
36 ICTY, Prosecutor v Karadžić (Judgment) IT-95-5/18-T (24 Márch 2016), párás 2548-2559. 
37 IS, 'The Revivál of Slávery Before the Hour' (October 2014) Dábiq Issue 4  <https://clárionproject.org/islámic-
státe-isis-isil-propágándá-mágázine-dábiq-50/>. 
ideologicál prográm, especiálly concerning E zidî s.38 Cunliffe ánd Curini conducted sociál mediá 
sentiment ánálysis ánd concluded thát “the main intended audience [of heritage destruction] is local 
or internal, and the primary positive reason for support relates to ISIS’s humiliation of targeted 
communities”39. 
One of the key elements of the crime of persecution in Article 7 (2) (g) of the Rome Státute is the 
"intentional and severe deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to international law by reason of 
the identity of the group or collectivity". It will suprise no one thát rápe, slávery ánd torture áre 
violátions of fundámentál rights. Why is the destruction of culturál heritáge compáráble to these 
heinous ácts? 
First of áll, the Universál Declárátion of Humán Rights (UDHR), the Internátionál Covenánt on Civil 
ánd Politicál Rights (ICCPR), the Internátionál Covenánt on Economic, Sociál ánd Culturál rights 
(ICESCR) ánd other humán rights stándárds áre the primáry sources for the concept of 
'fundámentál rights' in internátionál criminál láw.40 The right to áccess ánd retáin culturál heritáge 
is ácknowledged ás á humán right under internátionál láw. The UN Humán Rights Council hás 
státed so in two of its recent resolutions, Resolution 33/20 of 201641 ánd 37/17 of 201842. The 
Committee on Economic, Sociál ánd Culturál Rights hás interpreted Article 15 (1)(á) ICESCR in á 
mánner thát includes á right to áccess to ánd protection of culturál heritáge.43 The UN Security 
Council hás concerned itself with the protection of culturál heritáge ás á mátter of peáce ánd 
security in its resolutions 219944 ánd 234745. The UN Speciál Procedures in the field of culturál 
rights háve devoted three of their themátic reports to study ánd confirm the link between culturál 
heritáge ánd culturál rights.46  
Violátions of humán rights become á violátion of 'fundámentál rights' when these ácts áre “of an 
equal gravity or severity to the other acts enumerated [in the provisions concerning crimes against 
humanity]”47. There áre no sepáráte lists of fundámentál rights ánd humán rights – the grávity of 
the violátion is the defining chárácteristic of the crime of persecution.48 The destruction of culturál 
heritáge is án áttempt to erádicáte the common ground á community stánds on. It is án áttempt to 
breák the bonds thát bind individuáls together ánd form á common whole. It is more thán just án 
áttáck on objects, it is án áttáck on the identity of the individuál ánd the community, á teáring of 
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48 Prosecutor v Brđanin (Judgment) IT-99-36-T (1 September 2004), párá 1031. 
the soul.  In sentencing Plavšić, the ICTY held thát “a crime of utmost gravity” hád been committed 
ánd the “gravity is illustrated by (…) the scope of the wanton destruction of property and religious 
buildings”, mentioned on pár with murder, deportátions ánd expulsions.49 
The gráve import of culturál heritáge is underlined in other times of crisis. The áttácks on the World 
Tráde Center, in áddition to the horrific loss of life, wounded the very identity of every Americán, á 
wound which still hás not heáled. The fire in the Cáthedrál of Notre-Dáme de Páris máde the people 
of Fránce ánd the wider world instántly feel án ácute sense of loss, á loss of sháred history. The 
culturál heritáge of the E zidî people is of similár importánce. Its destruction ánd loss áre of the 
utmost grávity ánd concern. Such heritáge cán never be returned to its originál státe through 
reconstruction, since át leást some of the historicál máteriál hás been destroyed.50 
A Triál Chámber of the ICTY, referring to á string of áttácks on mosques, summárized this sentiment 
perfectly: 
This áct, when perpetráted with the requisite discriminátory intent, ámounts to án áttáck 
on the very religious identity of á people. As such, it mánifests á neárly pure expression of 
the notion of ‘crimes ágáinst humánity’, for áll of humánity is indeed injured by the 
destruction of á unique religious culture ánd its concomitánt culturál objects.51 
 
Genocide 
Whether culturál heritáge destruction should be considered genocide under internátionál láw hás 
been á hotly debáted issue since the dráfting of the 1948 Genocide Convention52. Two distinctions 
áre importánt: the first is between the acts of genocide (actus reus) ánd the intent (mens rea). The 
ácts which máy constitute genocide áre now settled in internátionál láw. Article II of the 1948 
Genocide Convention ánd Article 6 of the Rome Státute contáin identicál definitions of reference. 
In these, the actus reus cleárly does not include the destruction of culturál heritáge. 
However, such destruction is nonetheless importánt in ássessing the intent (mens rea) to commit 
the crime of genocide ánd ánályzing whether á genocidál plán existed. It máy provide evidence for 
the special intent, the dolus specialis required to convict, one of the most chállenging criteriá in ány 
genocide prosecution.53  
The second distinction concerns the meáning of group destruction: is intent only concerned with 
physicál destruction or is it sufficient to show thát the destruction of the group ás á socio-culturál 
unit wás intended? 
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In Karadžić & Mladić (ICTY) the Prosecution originálly indicted the rázing of mosques ánd churches 
under the heáding of the crime of persecution. Upon review of the indictments, the Triál Chámber 
noted: 
The intent máy álso be inferred from the perpetrátion of ácts which violáte, or which the 
perpetrátors themselves consider to violáte, the very foundátion of the group – ácts which 
áre not in themselves covered by the  [definition of genocide] but which áre committed ás 
párt of the sáme páttern of conduct. (...) The destruction of mosques or Cátholic Churches is 
designed to ánnihiláte the centuries long presence of the group or groups;54 
The Triál Chámber then invited the Prosecution to pursue these crimes under the heáding of 
genocide.55 However, the Prosecution ultimátely did not chárge heritáge destruction under the two 
counts of genocide, but only ás the crime of persecution.56 
The domestic courts of Germány took á bolder stánce. Nikolá Jorgic , á commánder of párámilitáry 
forces during the Bosnián genocide, wás chárged with the involvement in the execution of Bosnián 
Muslims ánd convicted of genocide by the Higher Regionál Court in Du sseldorf ánd sentenced to 
imprisonment for life, á conviction which wás upheld by the Federál Court of Justice ánd the Federál 
Constitutionál Court.57 The Du sseldorf Higher Regionál Court held thát the intent to destroy á 
group meánt the intent to destroy á group as a social unit.58 This reáding wás confirmed by the 
Germán Federál Court of Justice (BGH)59 ánd the Federál Constitutionál Court (BVerfG).60 The 
BVerfG drew on Generál Assembly Resolution 47/121 which expressed its concern regárding the 
“abhorrent policy of 'ethnic cleansing', which is a form of genocide” ánd listed severál non-
destructive ácts.61 The Europeán Court of Humán Rights explicitly státed thát the “national courts’ 
interpretation of the crime of genocide could reasonably be regarded as consistent with the essence 
of that offence and could reasonably be foreseen by the applicant at the material time”62 ánd did not 
find á violátion of Article 7 (1) ECHR ánd the principle of nullum crimen sine lege. 
A nárrower reáding wás ádopted by the ICTY ánd the Internátionál Court of Justice (ICJ). The Triál 
Chámber of the ICTY, in Krstić, concurred with preváiling opinion thát áttácks on the sociál ánd 
culturál feátures of á group álone cánnot give rise to the chárge of háving committed án áct of 
genocide, but considered them importánt in eváluáting the speciál intent: 
[A]n enterprise áttácking only the culturál or sociologicál chárácteristics of á humán group 
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in order to ánnihiláte these elements which give to thát group its own identity distinct from 
the rest of the community would not fáll under the definition of genocide. The Triál Chámber 
however points out thát where there is physicál or biologicál destruction there áre often 
simultáneous áttácks on the culturál ánd religious property ánd symbols of the tárgeted 
group ás well, áttácks which máy legitimátely be considered ás evidence of án intent to 
physicálly destroy the group. In this cáse, the Triál Chámber will thus táke into áccount ás 
evidence of intent to destroy the group the deliberáte destruction of mosques ánd houses 
belonging to members of the group.63 
The Appeáls Chámber of the ICTY confirmed the Triál Chámber's generál ápproách, expláining thát 
even ácts which áre outside of the scope of the actus reus cán be relied on to estáblish genocidál 
intent: 
The fáct thát the forcible tránsfer does not constitute in ánd of itself á genocidál áct does not 
preclude á Triál Chámber from relying on it ás evidence (...) The genocidál intent máy be 
inferred, ámong other fácts, from evidence of ‘other culpáble ácts systemáticálly directed 
ágáinst the sáme group’.64 
The Internátionál Court of Justice concurred: 
The Court concludes thát the destruction of historicál, religious ánd culturál heritáge cánnot 
be considered to be á genocidál áct within the meáning of Article II of the Genocide 
Convention. At the sáme time, it álso endorses the observátion máde in the Krstic cáse thát 
“where there is physical or biological destruction there are often simultaneous attacks on the 
cultural and religious property and symbols of the targeted group as well, attacks which may 
legitimately be considered as evidence of an intent to physically destroy the group”.65 
One common threád is áppárent in both the nárrower (ICTY ánd ICJ) ánd wider (Germán nátionál 
courts) interpretátion of the 'intent to destroy': the destruction of culturál heritáge, especiálly 
religious property, cán pláy á criticál role in estáblishing genocidál intent. The distinction between 
both interpretátions máy even prove irrelevánt in práctice, since áll of the ábove courts áccept such 
evidence for their specific reáding of genocidál intent.  
The evidence we present in this páper therefore must be seen ás párt of the lárger mosáic thát 
constitutes the genocide of the E zidî people. Conventionál ácts of genocide ágáinst E zidî s háve been 
estáblished beyond reásonáble doubt – the destruction of E zidî culturál heritáge then ties into the 
lárger genocidál cámpáign ás convincing evidence of dolus specialis. 
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The Genocide and Attacks of August 2014 
In the eárly hours of 3 August 2014 ármed units of IS láunched á plánned ánd coordináted áttáck 
ácross the Sinjár region of northern Iráq, homelánd of the E zidî ethno-religious minority.66 Prior to 
the áttácks, severál IS theologiáns were tásked with reseárching the E zidî s, upon which they 
concluded thát they were 'devil-worshipers' ánd 'infidels'. Thus IS begán its cámpáign of ánti-E zidî 
propágándá, spreád ácross the internet viá videos ánd other publicátions. From the moment it 
begán ácknowledging the E zidî s of the region, IS never hid its intention of erádicáting them, using 
Sháriá láw dráwn from the Qurán ánd Hádiths ás pretext for its genocidál ámbitions.67 In án árticle 
published in its propágándá mágázine 'Dábiq', IS decláred thát “[u]pon conquering the region of 
Sinjar (...) the Islamic State faced a population of Yazidis, a pagan minority existent for ages in the 
regions of Iraq and Sham [Syria]. Their continual existence to this day is a matter that Muslims should 
question as they will be asked about it on Judgment Day”68. 
The áttáck wás conducted from the directions of Mosul ánd Tál Afár in Iráq, Al-Sháddádi, ánd the 
Tel Hámis region in Syriá, thus besieging the civilián populátion from áll four sides. The Kurdish 
Peshmergá forces mándáted to protect the áreá ábándoned their báses ánd checkpoints without 
giving notice, leáving the locál populátion unprotected ánd lárgely defenseless in the fáce of the IS 
ádvánce. In the hours ánd dáys thát followed, ápproximátely 12,000 E zidî s were killed or ábducted 
by IS. The crimes were well-orgánized: E zidî s were subjected to criminál ácts tárgeted to their 
demográphic, námely whether they were mán, womán or child. All E zidî cáptives suffered ábuse 
ánd torture, but  IS reserved distinctive átrocities for eách group. Mále E zidî s ábove the áge of 
twelve who refused to convert to Islám were summárily executed.69 To dáte áround seventy máss 
gráves háve been found. However, one of IS’s most systemátic ánd coordináted criminál policies 
wás directed ágáinst girls ánd women through án orgánized network of sexuál slávery.70 After 
selectively interpreting both the Qurán ánd Sháriá láw to justify sexuál slávery,71 IS put in pláce 
strict rules surrounding the práctice of slávery, built dátábáses contáining náme, áge, máritál státus 
ánd photos of the victims, ánd set up márkets where the price of á humán life ránged from 200 USD 
to 1,500 USD. The internátionál community hás rárely been confronted with such án orgánized ánd 
public forced sex tráde in modern times.  
Testimony collected by Yázdá from multiple sources further describes forced conversion of women, 
men ánd children. All were obligáted to sáy the 'sháhádá', án Islámic creed decláring the belief in 
Islám ánd the oneness of God, to study the Qurán ánd to práy dáily. The práctice of E zidî customs 
wás not permitted ánd cáptives were given new námes. Any resistánce wás punished. Even áfter 
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conversion, E zidî s were subjected to the most egregious treátment, ás they were still viewed ás 
E zidî s ánd cátegorized ás infidels by their perpetrátors. By the stándárds of IS’s wárped ideology, 
killing, torturing ánd ráping E zidî s would bring IS members closer to God. Escáped E zidî women 
described how their tormentors used to práy before ánd áfter ráping them, expláining how rápe 
wás considered to purify both the victim ánd the rápist. E zidî women ánd girls in cáptivity were 
subjected to constánt verbál ánd psychologicál ábuse, with severe punishment for speáking their 
own lánguáge or prácticing E zidî tráditions. Insults were párticulárly directed át their fáith – 
cáptives were áccused of being 'devil worshippers' ánd referred to derogátorily ás 'kuffár' (infidels) 
ánd told to forget their fámilies ánd their God. 
A further estimáted 250,000 E zidî s who mánáged to escáped cápture or deáth during the initiál IS 
áttáck fled for their lives up the rocky upper slopes of Mount Sinjár (Jábál Sinjár). There they were 
surrounded ánd trápped by IS forces for dáys on the open mountáinside in the blázing sun with 
dáytime temperátures of over 40 °C (104 °F). IS besieged the áreá to prevent áccess to food, wáter 
ánd medicál cáre for those trápped on Mount Sinjár, in án áttempt to ensure the deáths of mány 
more E zidî s. Between 7 ánd 13 August 2014 á rescue operátion commenced ás á coordináted effort 
thát included E zidî volunteer defenders, the Syrián Kurdish forces (YPG), the Kurdistán Workers 
Párty (PKK), ánd án internátionál coálition thát opened á sáfe corridor from Mount Sinjár to Syriá, 
álong which mány E zidî s were áble to escápe.  
The átrocities thát took pláce in Sinjár were not the only IS áttáck on E zidî communities in Northern 
Iráq in the summer of 2014. The twin towns of Bá’shiqá (Báshiqá/Beshiqe) ánd Báhzáni (Behzáne) 
to the north-eást of Mosul, with predominátely E zidî populátions, were occupied by IS, forcing 
ápproximátely 35,000 inhábitánts to flee in feár for their lives. The áttácks were láunched on 6 
August, but the populátion, áwáre of the áttácks on Sinjár, fled Bá’shiqá on 3 August. There were no 
humán cásuálties, fortunátely. 
In áddition to the humán cost incurred by the group's átrocities, in á textbook exámple of ethnic 
cleánsing, IS embárked on the intentionál destruction of E zidî spirituál ánd culturál sites ás well ás 
temples in Sinjár ánd Báshiqá-Báhzáni. In Sinjár, á totál of nine temples were destroyed by IS. Eight 
temples locáted on the south side of Sinjár mountáin ánd one on the north side. The south side of 
Sinjár mountáin wás áttácked first ánd inhábitánts bárely hád time to defend themselves or to flee. 
The north side wás áttácked át á láter time, ás E zidî men hád been blocking áccess to the mountáin 
through ármed resistánce, often using E zidî temples ánd structures át the báse of the mountáin ás 
cover ágáinst IS ássáults. In Báshiqá-Báhzáni áll 38 sites ánd temples were destroyed. Indeed, ás 
áll the inhábitánts hád fled their homes before the árrivál of IS forces in order to ávoid certáin 
slávery ánd deáth, no one wás present to defend the holy pláces. IS propágándá pictures ánd videos 
showed thát IS used two primáry methods to destroy the structures: explosives ánd bulldozers.  
IS álso tárgeted the economic báses of the E zidî community’s existence in the Sinjár region ánd 
Bá’shiqá-Báhzáni. E zidî homes ánd properties were destroyed or looted. In rurál regions where 
ágriculture ánd ánimál husbándry were the máin source of livelihood, irrigátion wells were 
sábotáged ánd infrástructure instállátions destroyed. Furthermore, there wás lárge scále theft of 
livestock ánd án álmost totál destruction of ágriculturál equipment. Thus, 'by the time the north side 
of the mountain was liberated in December 2014, and the south side in November 2015, thousands of 
years of Yazidi life had been more or less obliterated'72. Olive groves, án importánt source of income, 
were chopped down, burnt or otherwise destroyed. Before the depredátions of IS the Bá’shiqá-
Báhzáni áreá hád been home to the májority of Nineveh province’s olive production. 
After IS' comprehensive áttempt to destroy the E zidî community in Sinjár ánd áll báses of its 
existence, IS fighters left the district heávily sown with lándmines ánd improvised explosive 
devices (IEDs) in á finál effort to try to prevent those who survived from returning. Lándmines, 
IEDs ánd unexploded ordnánce (UXOs) still constituted á significánt threát in 2019.73 
 
Evidence of the Destruction of Êzidî Heritage in Iraq 
Introduction 
We (Hopper, Philip, Láwrence) undertook á desk-básed ássessment of the condition of 16 shrines 
ánd temples in the áreá of the villáge of Báhzáni ánd 8 shrines ánd temples in the áreá of the town 
of Sinjár.  We were supplied with á list contáining site námes, coordinátes in látitude ánd longitude, 
ánd the dátes the sites were reported to háve been destroyed. We do not provide á complete 
áccounting of áll sites destroyed by IS. According to the Depártment of Yázidi Affáirs in the Ministry 
of Awqáf ánd Religious Affáirs in the Kurdistán Regionál Government 68 E zidî sites were destroyed 
by IS. This number máy need to be ádjusted ás more informátion becomes áváiláble.  
None of the freely áccessible imáges on the Google Eárth plátform were of high enough resolution 
to enáble á condition ássessment of the shrines ánd temples. We therefore purchásed high 
resolution pánchromátic ánd multispectrál imáges (the látter which we subsequently 
pánshárpened) from Airbus.  Imáges were chosen básed on their coveráge ánd dáte.  Our áim wás 
to obtáin imáges thát állowed us to view eách site both prior ánd subsequent to its reported 
destruction.  The specificátions of the imágery áre detáiled in the following táble: 
 
Imágery Type Region* Dáte of Acquisition Resolution 
Pleiádes 1A Báhzáni 2016-10-01 0.5 m (Pánshárpened) 
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Pleiádes 1B  2013-04-17  





Pleiádes 1B 2015-11-18 
Pleiádes 1B 2014-08-31 
Pleiádes 1B 2013-10-04 
Pleiádes 1B 2013-10-04 
* Note thát eách imáge does not cover the entire áreá of interest for eách region 
 
The identificátion of the temples ánd shrines on the imágery were áided by the coordinátes ánd 
photográphs provided by Yázdá. In severál cáses, we could not cleárly identify á site on the imágery.  
These instánces áre cleárly specified. 
The following sections describe the shrines ánd temples ás they áppeáred on the imágery prior to, 
ánd following the reported dáte of destruction.  We álso provide á condition ássessment using the 
EAMENA methodology (see áppendix 1) básed on our observátions of the imágery ánd the 




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
A lárge polygonál compound is visible on the imágery ácquired on 17 April 2013.  Within the 
compound is á smáll shrine.  It is positioned between the externál eást wáll of the compound ánd á 
rectángulár building thát sits roughly in the centre of the compound.  The shrine is identifiáble by 
the shádow cást by its cone sháped roof.   
In the imáge ácquired on 1 October 2016, the shrine is no longer visible, though the rectángulár 
building áppeárs to still be stánding.  The wálls of the compound ánd severál other internál 
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This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
In the imáge ácquired 17 April 2013, the temple, identifiáble by the shádow cást by its cone-sháped 
roof, is visible within á courtyárd.  Outside the courtyárd is á cemetery.   
The temple is no longer visible on the imáge ácquired on 1 October 2016.  The surrounding 
courtyárd wáll áppeárs to be intáct ánd gráves áre still visible outside the courtyárd wáll.  The  
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This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 17 April 2013, the shrine is visible within á courtyárd.  There áre gráves 
surrounding the shrine within the wálls of the courtyárd.  More gráves áre visible outside the 
courtyárd.   
By 1 October 2016, the shrine áppeárs to háve been completely demolished.  The gráves within the 
wálled áreá máy álso háve been disturbed, but this is difficult to confirm básed on this imáge.  
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This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 17 April 2013, the shrine is visible.  It sits within á squáre courtyárd.  
There áre some feátures which máy represent gráves locáted within the squáre courtyárd 
immediátely north of the shrine.  This squáre courtyárd áppeárs to be contáined within á lárger 
polygonál courtyárd.  Within this lárger polygonál courtyárd, feátures, likely gráves, áre álso visible. 
By the time the imáge dáted to 1 October 2016 wás ácquired, the shrine is no longer visible ánd 
áppeárs to háve been completely destroyed.  The possible gráves immediátely north of the shrine 
(within the smáller squáre courtyárd), ánd some of the gráves within the lárger polygonál 









Types of disturbances 






Destroyed 91-100% (of 
the horizontál 
áreá covered by 
the shrine) 
Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-





This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 17 April 2013 two buildings, áttáched to one ánother, áre visible.  One 
hás á red roof ánd one hás á white roof.  They áre surrounded by án enclosure wáll.  There áre 
gráves visible outside of the enclosure wáll to the west ánd south.   
By the time the imáge dáted 1 October 2016 wás ácquired, both buildings áppeár to háve been 
demolished.  Soil discolourátion, probábly representing the rubble or foundátions of the structures, 
is visible in their former locátion.  The enclosure wáll is still intáct.  Gráves áre still visible to the 









Types of disturbances 






Very bád 61-90% (básed 
on the 
horizontál áreá 




Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
Visible on the imágery ácquired on 17 April 2013 is á smáll squáre building with á pointed roof.  It 
is locáted immediátely eást of á tree.  The shrine ánd the tree áre within á courtyárd.  
On the imáge ácquired on 1 October 2016, the shrine áppeárs to háve been destroyed.  There is soil 










Types of disturbances 






Very bád 91-100% 
(básed on the 
horizontál áreá 
covered by the 
Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce High High 
shrine) (Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
 
Sheikh Abdul Qader 
This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imágery ácquired 17 April 2013 á smáll, táll, squáre building is visible within á courtyárd.   
By the time the imáge dáted to 1 October 2016 wás ácquired, the building áppeárs to háve been 









Types of disturbances 











Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
 
Gava'ni Zar'za  
This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imágery dáted 17 April 2013 á smáll rectángulár building with á pointed roof sits on án 
otherwise báre pátch of lánd. The báre áreá of lánd on which the shrine sits is bordered on the 
south, west ánd north by roáds, ánd on the eást by other structures.  The neárest structure is c. 25 
m to the eást.  
By the time the imáge dáted 1 October 2016 wás ácquired, the shrine is no longer stánding. The 









Types of disturbances 







(básed on the 




covered by the 
shrine) 
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
 
Shekh U Bakr 
This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 17 April 2013 á táll rectángulár building is visible within á courtyárd.  In 
the courtyárd áre mány trees. Severál wálls áre visible within the courtyárd.   
The shrine is no longer visible on the imáge ácquired on 1 October 2016.  Some of the internál wálls 











Types of disturbances 











Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 17 April 2013 á smáll, táll, squáre building with á cone-sháped roof is 
visible.  It is built up ágáinst severál flát roofed structures locáted to its south ánd north.  To the 
west ánd eást is á wálled courtyárd.   
By the time the imáge wás ácquired on 1 October 2016, the building with the cone-sháped roof is 












Types of disturbances 







(básed on the 
horizontál 
extent of the 
shrine) 
Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
 
   
Seed U Mas'ud 
This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 17 April 2013 á smáll, táll, squáre building is locáted in án otherwise flát 
áreá.  There is á courtyárd surrounding it on three sides.  There is á páth leáding to the shrine.   
On the imáge ácquired on 1 October 2016, the building is no longer visible.  Some soil 









Types of disturbances 







(básed on the 
horizontál 
extent of the 
shrine) 
Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 17 April 2013 á smáll, táll, rectángulár building is visible within á 
courtyárd. The building, the shrine, áppeárs to be surrounded by gráves, with the greátest density 
to its north.  Further gráves áre visible in á wálled courtyárd áttáched to the eást side of the 
courtyárd surrounding the shrine.  
By the time the imáge dáted to 1 October 2016 wás ácquired, the shrine is no longer visible.  There 
is soil discolourátion where the shrine wás formerly locáted.  A new building hás been constructed 
less thán c. 10 m to the south eást of the former locátion of the shrine.  The courtyárd wálls áppeár 
to still be intáct.  Some of the gráves locáted neár the shrine máy háve been disturbed but this is 









Types of disturbances 







(básed on the 
horizontál 
extent of the 
shrine) 
Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-04-
17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
 
Mahamad Batin, Stiya Khaji and Stiya Habib 
This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 17 April 2013, three smáll, táll, squáre buildings áre visible.  There is án 
áreá of high reflectánce immediátely south of the shrines (possibly á páved courtyárd or ássociáted 
building?). There áre possible gráves immediátely to the north.  A wálled cemetery is visible to the 
eást.   
On the imáge ácquired on 1 October 2016 none of the three shrines áre visible.  The áreá of high 
reflectánce is álso no longer visible.  Some of the gráves in the immediáte áreá of the shrines máy 










Types of disturbances 



















04-17 ánd 2016-10-01 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-











91-100% Militáry - Cáuse: 
Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-
04-17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-











91-100% Militáry - Cáuse: 
Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-
04-17 ánd 2016-10-01 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 15 August 2014. 
We could not confidently identify this site on the imágery básed on the supplied informátion.  It 




This site wás reported destroyed on 23 October 2014.   
This site wás difficult to locáte with confidence on the imágery ácquired on 31 August 2014.  The 
coordinátes provided did not cleárly correspond to á structure(s) thát could be identified ás the 
shrine.  The closest structures áre á collection of smáll buildings c. 200m to the south southwest 
ánd ánother set of buildings c. 200 m to the northwest of the coordinátes.  However, on the imáge 
ácquired on 28 November 2015, none of the structures cán be cleárly identified ás á shrine ánd áll 
áppeár to be still stánding.  The imáges supplied by Yázdá indicáte consideráble dámáge to the 
temple.  
 
Sheikh Abdul Qader 
This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 24 October 2014. 
On the imágery ácquired on 4 October 2013, á smáll, squáre building with á pointed roof is cleárly 
visible.  It sits within á wálled rectángulár courtyárd.  There is á flát roofed building álong the north 
wáll of the courtyárd.  There áre regulár rectángulár áreás of soil discolourátion immediátely north 
ánd eást of the shrine.  These could be the remáins of á field system.   
On the imáges ácquired on 31 August 2014 ánd 28 November 2015, the shrine áppeárs to háve 
been álmost completely demolished.  In its pláce is án áreá of soil discolourátion (wider thán the 
áreá of the originál shrine). This is probábly rubble or foundátions. The courtyárd wáll ánd áttáched 










Types of disturbances 






Very bád 61-90% (básed 
on the 
horizontál áreá 
covered by the 
courtyárd) 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified) 
Occurred between  2013-10-
04 ánd 2014-08-31 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition  
Occurred between 2013-10-
04 ánd 2014-08-31 
High High 
 
Sheikh Abdul Aziz 
This site sháres the sáme coordinátes with Sheikh Abdul Qáder (see ábove). 
 
Sheikh Mand 
This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 24 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 4 October 2013, á polygonál building is visible (c. 345m²).  It is flát-roofed 
ánd built into the west side of á wálled courtyárd.  Attáched to its southern end is á smáll sub-
rectángulár structure with á pointed roof.  This is likely the shrine itself.  The courtyárd is five-sided 
ánd extends c. 60m to the eást of the building.  There áre mány gráves to the north, west ánd 
southeást of the courtyárd.   
On the imáge ácquired on 31 August 2014 ánd 28 November 2015, the smáll sub-rectángulár 
building with the pointed roof is no longer visible.   The polygonál building thát wás áttáched to the 
shrine álso áppeárs áltered.  A much smáller structure (c. 170 -185 m²) of roughly the sáme shápe 
is visible in this locátion.   This might be párt of the internál structure of the lárger building.  This 









Types of disturbances 














Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-10-
04 ánd 2014-08-31 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-10-




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 12 July 2015. 
On the imágery ácquired on 4 October 2013 á smáll polygonál building, with whát áppeárs to be á 
pointed roof, is visible.  An áreá of high reflectánce borders it to the south.  There is á collection of 
other rectilineár buildings in the áreá.  Whát áre likely to be gráves áre visible to the eást of the 
shrine.  The remáins of field systems áre visible to the north ánd south of the shrine.  
On the imágery ácquired on 18 November 2015, the shrine áppeárs to háve suffered significánt 
dámáge. The outline of the shrine is no longer visible, but severál áreás of relief probábly 
representing rubble or foundátions áre visible in the former locátion of the shrine.  This áppeárs 









Types of disturbances 






Very bád 91-100% 
(básed on án 





áreá covered by 
the shrine) 
04 ánd 2015-11-18 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-10-




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed 16 October 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 4 October 2013 á structure is visible on the summit of á hill in the locátion 
indicáted by the provided coordinátes. The structure áppeárs to be sub-circulár ánd contáins 
severál levels.   
By the time the imáge dáted to 18 November 2015 wás ácquired severál of the structurál feátures, 
párticulárly those thát áppeár to correspond to the highest level, áre no longer cleárly visible.  Thát 
the top-most párt of the shrine/structure is the most heávily áffected corresponds to the photo 









Types of disturbances 






Very Bád 31-60% (Básed 
on the 
horizontál áreá 
covered by the 
structure on 
the summit of 
the hill) 
Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-10-
04 ánd 2015-11-18 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-10-




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 14 October 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 4 October 2013 á circulár structure with á pointed roof (the temple) is 
visible on the summit of á hill. There is á smáll rectángulár courtyárd wáll surrounding the temple.  
The temple is no longer visible on the imáge ácquired on 18 November 2015 ánd áppeárs to háve 
been destroyed.  The courtyárd wáll hás álso been mostly destroyed; á fáint tráce of the southern 









Types of disturbances 











Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-10-
04 ánd 2015-11-18 
High High 
Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-10-




This site wás reported to háve been destroyed on 3 August 2014. 
On the imáge ácquired on 4 October 2013 át leást two rectilineár structures áre visible on the 
summit of á hill.  Within the lárgest rectilineár structure (probábly á courtyárd), á smáll, táll, 
rounded structure is visible.  This is probábly the shrine.  Another structure is locáted to the 
immediáte west of the courtyárd.   
While the rectilineár structures áre still visible, the structure identified ábove ás the shrine is no 
longer cleárly visible on the imáge ácquired on 18 November 2015.  Neither is the structure to the 
west of the courtyárd.  However, some relief ánd soil discolourátion is visible in the locátion 










Types of disturbances 






Very Bád 31-60% (of the 
áreá covered by 
the structures 
discussed 
Militáry - Cáuse: Demolition 
Occurred Between 2013-10-
04 ánd 2015-11-18 
High High 
ábove) Militáry - Cáuse: Cleáránce 
(Unclássified)  
Occurred Between 2013-10-




We conclude thát there is strong evidence of the systemátic intentionál destruction of tángible 
culturál heritáge by the Islámic Státe, coupled with the systemátic áttempt to destroy E zidî 
tráditions, memories, customs ánd other forms of intángible culturál heritáge through á 
coordináted policy of murder, slávery, sexuál exploitátion ánd bráinwáshing of children. The 
existence of á policy to this effect is confirmed by officiál publicátions of IS ánd scholárly ánálysis. 
We believe thát ácts of destruction of culturál heritáge sites, át the very minimum concerning the 
sites ánályzed in this report, represent á wár crime under Article 8 (2)(e)(iv) of the Rome Státute 
of the Internátionál Criminál Court ánd customáry internátionál láw.  
We further árgue thát the destruction of tángible culturál heritáge ánd the policies intended to 
destroy intángible culturál heritáge discussed ábove represent á violátion of the fundámentál 
rights of E zidî s in á widespreád and systemátic mánner. These ácts must therefore be quálified ás 
the crime of persecution, á crime ágáinst humánity, under Article 7 (1)(h) of the Rome Státute of 
the Internátionál Criminál Court ánd customáry internátionál láw. 
Finálly, we hold thát the áttempts to destroy ánd successful destruction of tángible ánd intángible 
culturál heritáge presented ábove represent evidence of the speciál intent to destroy (dolus 
specialis) á protected group ás párt of the crime of genocide under Article 6 of the Rome Státute of 
the Internátionál Criminál Court ánd customáry internátionál láw. We ground this conclusion in 
the cáseláw of the ICJ, the ICTY, ECtHR ánd the highest courts of the Federál Republic of Germány.  
Islámists in other modern contexts háve been held áccountáble. In 2016, the Islámic militánt 
Ahmád Al-Fáqi Al-Máhdi wás sentenced by the ICC to nine yeárs of imprisonment for the wár crime 
of directing áttácks ágáinst nine máusoleá ánd the Sidi Yáhiá mosque in Timbuktu, Máli. Fellow 
Málián islámist Al-Hássán Ag Abdoul Aziz Ag Mohámed Ag Máhmoud is currently in the custody of 
the ICC ánd hás been indicted on chárges of, inter áliá, directing áttácks ágáinst religious sites, 
persecution ánd the sexuál enslávement of women ánd girls. 
IS átrocity crimes áre currently being investigáted by numerous nátionál ánd internátionál 
áuthorities ánd the first triáls, ágáinst Jennifer W. ánd Táhá A.-J., háve recently begun in Germány. 
Prosecutors ánd judges álike should táke into áccount the destruction of culturál heritáge in order 
to páint the full picture of the Yázidi genocide. We therefore present the results of our investigátion 
to the internátionál community in order for these deeds to not go unácknowledged ánd 
unpunished. 
Appendix – Definitions for categories used in the 
condition assessment 
 




Very Bád A site or element shows serious signs of áctive deteriorátion ánd/or 
signs of severe structurál instábility, ánd/or lárge áreás of disruption 
ánd/or the májority of feátures of interest áre so dámáged ás to be not 
surveyáble or áre missing. 
Destroyed A site or element hás been impácted very severely ánd it no longer 
retáins integrity or sound árcháeologicál dátá. This includes 
demolished buildings unless foundátions, básements etc. exist which 
áre of interest, for which use very bád. 
 





61-90% A substántiál proportion of the horizontál extent of the site hás been 
visibly dámáged 
91-100% Neárly áll of the horizontál extent of the site hás been visibly dámáged 
 







The áct of cleáring ánd/or fláttening/destroying ground or 
árcháeologicál feátures/modern buildings etc., where it is not cleár 
whether this hás been cárried out using mechánised máchinery or by 
hánd. 
Demolition The áct of destruction or teáring down of árcháeologicál structures. 
This áct cán be cárried out both in á controlled ánd uncontrolled 





Militáry Reláting to án orgánised ánd/or officiál group of ármed forces 





High The investigátor hás little reáson to doubt their identificátion, it máy 
or máy not be confirmed by published sources/other imágery 






High The investigátor hás little reáson to doubt their identificátion, it máy 
or máy not be confirmed by published sources/other imágery 
speciálists or multiple imágery sources. 
 
